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Executive Summary

During the United States’ (“US”) second-cycle Universal Periodic Review (“UPR”), multiple recommendations were made with respect to US abortion restrictions on foreign assistance, including the Helms Amendment. The US has failed to take any action on these recommendations, and in fact, in 2017, the Trump Administration entrenched and expanded the scope of these policies further with the reinstatement of the Global Gag Rule (or “GGR”, officially termed “Protecting Life in Global Health Assistance”). This submission highlights continuing concerns over these US policies which impose blanket prohibitions on abortion services and speech, in violation of US obligations under international humanitarian law, international human rights law, customary international law, and UN Security Council Resolutions.

US Abortion Restrictions During Cycle 1 and 2 of the UPR

1. The issue of US abortion restrictions has been raised by concerned states during both Cycle 1 and Cycle 2 UPR’s of the United States, with a focus on the impact on girls and women raped in conflict zones.

2. In Cycle 1, Norway explicitly recommended that the US “remove blanket abortion restrictions on humanitarian aid covering medical care given to women and girls how are raped and impregnated in situations of conflict.” The US rejected this recommendation with the spurious reason of “currently applicable restrictions” following Cycle 1 and in the years that followed continued to impose blanket restrictions on abortion services in conflict zones, in violation their obligations under international human rights and humanitarian law.

3. In Cycle 2, US abortion restrictions were once again challenged, this time by 6 states—the Netherlands, United Kingdom (“UK”), Norway, Belgium, France and Switzerland.

4. Switzerland and Norway, in advanced questions, asked the United States what action had been taken to address Norway’s Cycle 1 recommendation (above, para. 2) on the impact of these restrictions on women raped in conflict. Norway, the Netherlands, and the UK in addition asked for information regarding the ability to clarify and permit exceptions to the Helms Amendment, including with respect to services for girls and women raped in war, and in cases where US policies conflict with the funding policies of other states. Finally, Norway further asked for clarification on the barriers to acting to permit exceptions in the restrictions for rape, life endangerment and incest. Despite these clear questions submitted in advance, the United States did not provide the requested information during the review.

5. In addition to advanced questions, 5 states made recommendations to the United States on these restrictions during the review. The Netherlands, France, Belgium and the UK, all recommended action on these restrictions with respect to girls and women raped in conflict zones. In addition, Norway, the UK and Belgium more generally recommended that the US take action to ensure that the US abortion restrictions, at a minimum, had clear exceptions in cases of rape, incest and life endangerment. The US government, without reason, rejected all but one of these restrictions. It did however accept in part France’s recommendation to “ensure that US international aid allows access to sexual and reproductive health services for female victims of sexual violence in conflict” and stated that they supported the “recommendation’s principle: addressing the needs of women who have been victims of sexual violence in conflict zones.”
6. Despite the plurality of concerns raised about these restrictions during both Cycles 1 and 2, the US has failed to take any action in line with these recommendations or mitigate the harms raised, including on girls and women raised in war. Worse yet, in 2017, the newly installed Trump Administration, through its reinstatement and expansion of the Global Gag Rule, has further entrenched these restrictions and expanded the scope of the restrictions beyond US funding. As explained in this submission, these actions put the US even further in violation of their obligations under international law, including under international humanitarian law, international human rights law and Security Council resolutions.

7. As a result of the US’s failure to act on Helms-related restrictions and the reinstatement of the Global Gag Rule, other states, including many who have previously expressed concern to the US government about these policies during the UPR have translated their concerns to action. Examples include the Dutch and Belgian-led “She Decides” campaign, which seeks to fill funding gaps in the field of global sexual and reproductive health and rights (“SRHR”) caused by US abortion restrictions, as well as individual efforts by countries like the United Kingdom and Canada to increase their support for family planning and SRHR. These efforts are essential to ability of women and girls around the world to access the rights guaranteed to them under international human rights and humanitarian law. Meanwhile, the US continues to impose its policies in blatant violation of their obligations under international law and women’s rights.

Framework of US Policies Relevant to this Submission

8. This section details the US policies that restrict abortion services and speech for women and girls overseas, including those imposed by the US congress—the Helms and Siljander Amendments—as well as the Presidentially imposed Global Gag Rule. The congressionally mandated restrictions (or “Helms-related restrictions”) dictate how US foreign aid can be spent and is applied to all foreign assistance funds. The GGR places additional limits on how funds from any donor can be spent if a foreign non-governmental organization receives US global health assistance.

Helms-related restrictions

9. The 1973 Helms Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 provides that “[n]one of the funds made available to carry this part [Part I of the Foreign Assistance Act] may be used to pay for the performance of abortions as a method of family planning or to motivate or coerce any person to practice abortion.”9 The Helms Amendment applies to all US foreign aid regardless of program purpose, including humanitarian aid, and to all categories of grantees, including US and non-US NGOs (foreign NGOs or “fNGOs”), governments and public international organizations.

10. Generally, the phrase “abortion as a method of family planning” is understood to permit abortions in situations where the pregnancy is the result of rape or incest, or where it threatens a woman’s life. However, since the George W. Bush administration, the Helms Amendment has been implemented as a total ban on abortion services without exceptions for rape, incest, or life endangerment exceptions.10

11. In addition to abortion services, Helms also restricts abortion-related speech. In particular, the “motivate” provision is interpreted to limit all public dialogue around abortion and applies to
“information, education, training, or commination programs” on abortion, including political speech.\textsuperscript{11}

12. The related Siljander Amendment also restricts abortion-related speech and political activity. Specifically, Siljander prohibits US foreign assistance funds from being used to lobby for or against abortion,\textsuperscript{12} and is broadly interpreted and implemented. Like Helms, Siljander applies to all foreign assistance and all categories of grantees.

13. While both the Helms and Siljander restrictions technically only limit abortion services and speech with US funds, unless grantees implement onerous and rigorous efforts to keep segregated funding accounts and practices, US abortion restrictions \textit{de facto} also affect the funds provided by other donors. While certain larger and well-established organizations and agencies have such policies in place, many do not, which radically expands the reach of these restrictions beyond US funds.

14. The Helms Amendment has consistently been in place since 1973 and the Siljander Amendment since 1981. These restrictions are fundamental cornerstones of US foreign assistance, have been rigorously enforced and monitored by both Democratic and Republican presidential administrations and as a result, have impeded efforts to realize women’s fundamentally protected human rights to access safe abortion services for decades.

\textit{The Global Gag Rule}

15. The GGR is a separate and additional abortion restriction that is currently attached to US global health assistance. At its most basic: where the Helms-related restrictions prohibit abortion services and speech with US foreign aid, the GGR further prohibits fNGOs from providing abortion services or engaging in abortion-related speech \textit{with funds from any source, including other donor}.\textsuperscript{13} That is, the GGR controls how fNGOs can spend non-US aid and applies to both direct funding and sub-grants.

16. The GGR is imposed at the discretion of the US President and has been implemented and rescinded along political party lines since the Reagan Administration. All Republican administrations since 1984 have re-implemented the policy via executive order after previous Democratic administrations had withdrawn it. The constant back and forth between implementing and rescinding the GGR has created widespread confusion and service interruptions around the world. In addition, the GGR, coupled with the Helms-related restrictions, has had a chilling effect on abortion services speech, which extends far beyond the direct reach of these policies. As a result, US grantees avoid even permitted services and speech due to fears of withdrawal or loss of US funding.

17. The version of GGR put in place by the Trump Administration exacerbates GGR’s ill effects by vastly expanding the scope of the funding affected. Whereas previous Republican presidents applied the GGR only to fNGOs who received US family planning assistance, under Trump’s expansion, the GGR now applies to all fNGOs receiving US global health assistance, whether directly or as sub-grants.\textsuperscript{14} “Global health assistance” is broadly defined to include funding for health programs related to HIV, maternal and child health, nutrition, tuberculosis, malaria, global health security, family planning and reproductive health.\textsuperscript{15} “Assistance” includes “the provision of funds, commodities, equipment, or other in-kind global health assistance.”\textsuperscript{16}
18. The 2017 expansion of the GGR to all global health assistance impacts over $8 billion in US funding (compared to $600 million when applied only to family planning assistance). Studies show that organizations who are unable to refuse to sign the GGR face resource shortages for family planning, reproductive health services, family planning counseling, contraception, and reproductive cancer screenings. A recently released review of the first 6 months of GGR implementation reveals that of 733 funding contracts that contained the requirements of the GGR, only 4 organizations (or 0.5%) were able to decline to sign gagged contracts. Since the requirements of the GGR only apply to new or modified funding agreements, the full scope of the impact will not be apparent in the foreseeable future.

19. One known consequence of GGR-related funding cuts and service reductions is higher abortion rates around the world, particularly unsafe abortion. One study examining the impact of this policy found that abortion rates actually increased in places with “high exposure” to the GGR, which was likely the result of fewer resources for family planning from fNGOs who had declined US funding in order to protect their abortion services. One of USAID’s largest partners in family planning, Marie Stopes International, estimates that the expanded GGR will result in 2.2 million more abortions worldwide each year. Of those, 2.1 million will be unsafe.

20. While the GGR specifically applies to fNGOs (restricting US NGOs would violate US Constitutional guarantees to free speech), US-based NGOs are in fact impacted by the policy because they are required to pass the restrictions on to their sub-grantees. In other words, the GGR specifically requires US NGOs that receive global health funds to apply the GGR when making sub-grants to fNGOs, rendering those organizations as agents of censorship and limiting the scope of their partnerships and ability to freely associate.

21. Trump’s GGR restricts funding from USAID, the State Department, the Department of Defense, Department of Health and Human Services, the National Institute for Health, and the Center for Disease Control and Prevention. Previous iterations only impacting funding from USAID and the State Department.

22. While humanitarian assistance and disaster relief funding streams are technically excluded from GGR, fNGOs that receive multiple US grants may still be gagged—as long as one of the grants comes from US global health assistance funding. For example, if an organization receives global health assistance and exempted humanitarian assistance, the organization must sign the GGR, imposing GGR restrictions on all their programs.

23. The consequences of this policy are devastating to women throughout the world, particularly those in rural areas where their healthcare options are limited. FNGOs receiving US foreign assistance are forced to choose between severe budget cuts if they forgo US funding in order to offer comprehensive reproductive health services or drastically reduce their services to women and girls who likely already face a shortage of healthcare options should they accept the aid and eliminate their abortion related services.
US Abortion Restrictions on Humanitarian Aid for War Victims Violate International Humanitarian Law

24. International humanitarian law (“IHL”) seeks to limit the effects of armed conflict by providing people in conflict settings a set of fundamental rights and protections, including to all necessary medical care. Accordingly, US abortion restrictions implicate the right to medical care under IHL. The 1949 Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols require that the “wounded and sick” be collected, cared for and receive comprehensive, non-discriminatory medical treatment. As a legal matter, the terms “wounded” and “sick,” “cover maternity cases…and other persons who may be in need of immediate medical assistance or care, such as…expectant mothers,” which clearly includes pregnant women and girls in conflict settings. Additionally, under IHL, “it is irrelevant whether the need for care [for the wounded and sick] arises from a medical condition that pre-dates the conflict or is linked to, even if not caused by, the conflict.” IHL also mandates equal treatment between men and women in the provision of medical care and prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex (as well as other criteria). This means that medical outcomes for men and women must be the same, not that treatment must be identical. Intentionally broad, the right to non-discriminatory medical care in conflict situations therefore includes the right to abortion and related services.

25. In addition to encompassing abortion services as non-discriminatory medical care, IHL also protects the procedure via its guarantee of humane treatment and the right to be free from treatment that is cruel and inhuman. While a precise legal definition of humane treatment does not exist, its meaning is context specific and encompasses “the physical and mental condition of the person,” and differences based on gender. In addition, to qualify as cruel or inhuman treatment, an act must cause physical or mental pain of a serious nature—such as lack of adequate medical attention.

26. The US is bound by IHL under the Geneva Conventions and customary international law (“CIL”). Specifically, common Article 1 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions requires all states “respect” and “ensure respect for” the Conventions, including the minimum standards set forth on common Article 3 and IHL “in all circumstances” regardless of whether they are a party to the conflict. Thus, the US must “respect” and “ensure respect for” IHL, which includes providing non-discriminatory humanitarian aid to women and girls in conflict situations.

Helms-related restrictions

27. As noted above, Helms-related restrictions apply to all US foreign assistance, including humanitarian assistance for war victims and all categories of grantees. These restrictions do not permit exceptions in cases of rape, incest and life endangerment.

28. The Helms Amendment violates the IHL mandate to provide comprehensive and non-discriminatory medical care to the “wounded and sick” by excluding abortion as a medical procedure available to pregnant war victims. This policy singles out and excludes a medical procedure uniquely and exclusively needed by women and girls, and in the humanitarian context, those raped and impregnated in war. For example, in the context of rape, which is perpetrated against women and men in different ways and by different methods, the injuries suffered necessitate different medical care. A man raped with the barrel of a gun who develops a fistula requires different treatment than a woman raped by a penis who becomes pregnant. While the
“medical care and attention required by the condition” may require surgery or some other procedure in the man’s case, the pregnant woman may require an abortion. Indeed, in the case of a pregnancy that threatens the life of a woman or girl, the option of an abortion is the only appropriate medical service.

29. This policy also violates IHL’s right to be free of cruel and inhuman treatment. Denying abortion services for victims of conflict exacerbates their suffering and exposes them to severe physical and/or mental harm. It takes away a woman’s right to make decisions about her body and forces her to assume the risks of an unwanted pregnancy, risks that are exacerbated in war. This includes an increased risk of maternal mortality as well as prolonged physical, emotional and psychological harm resulting from carrying an unplanned pregnancy to term. Pregnant women and girls may be ostracized by their communities and their suffering can be so severe that denying abortion services in certain circumstances has been found to constitute torture or cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment.

The Global Gag Rule

30. Because of narrow exceptions, the GGR does not directly apply to US humanitarian aid funding streams. However, NGOs subject to GGR who receive funds from both global health funding streams and humanitarian funding streams may in fact have their humanitarian programming impacted if they must sign GGR as a condition of their global health grants. Furthermore, GGR contains explicit exceptions for the provision of services in cases of rape, life endangerment and incest, permitting the provision of these services in these cases with funds from other donors. That said, whether through mis- or over-application or censorship through other funding streams, GGR limits abortion services for war rape victims, the application of GGR in those contexts would violate obligations under IHL to provide all necessary and non-discriminatory medical care, human treatment, and the prohibition on cruel and inhumane treatment, as detailed above in paragraphs 27-29.

US Abortion Restrictions on Foreign Aid Violate US Obligations Under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

31. The International Convention on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”) protects the civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights of all human beings. The Covenant protects access to abortion services under a variety of rights including the right to non-discrimination under Article 3, the right to life in Article 6, and the right to be free from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment under Article 7. Most recently, the Human Rights Committee (“HRC”), in its draft General Comment on Article 6, stated that “State parties may not regulate pregnancy or abortion in a manner that run contrary to their duty to ensure that women do not have to undertake unsafe abortions” and that “the duty to protect the lives of women against the health risks associated with unsafe abortions requires States parties to ensure access…to information and education about reproductive options.” In addition, the HRC draft Comment notes that legal restrictions on abortion must not “jeopardize their lives or subject them to physical or mental pain or suffering which violates article 7” and that abortions should be available, at a minimum in circumstances to protect a woman’s health and life, where carrying the pregnancy to term would cause “substantial pain or suffering” or in cases of rape, incest or fetal impairment. The HRC has also on numerous occasions recommended that state parties amend their criminal abortion laws to comport with the ICCPR.
32. In addition to protecting abortion services, the ICCPR also provides essential protections for free expression/speech and free association. Article 19 protects the right to freedom of expression, which includes the “freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds.” Article 22 protects the right to freely associate with others, including the right of an association to carry out its statutory duties and access funding for its existence and purposes from domestic, foreign and international sources. Any restriction on these rights must be: (1) prescribed by law; (2) serve a legitimate aim specified in Article 19(2); and (3) be necessary in a democratic society and proportional to achieving that aim.

33. The US has a legal obligation to uphold and protect all individual rights guaranteed by the Covenant, as well as an obligation to not interfere with the obligations of other States parties.

Helms-related restrictions

34. By restricting access to abortion services and information Helms-related restrictions impede the realization of ICCPR protected rights for women around the world. Studies show that women will often resort to unsafe methods to terminate their pregnancies when denied access to safe abortion services, putting their lives unnecessarily at risk. It is estimated that 25 million unsafe abortions take place each year, and between 4.7% and 13.2% of maternal deaths annually result from unsafe abortions. In addition, the Helms Amendment is implemented as a total ban with none of the exceptions required by the ICCPR. The service and information limitations that result from Helms-related restrictions and force women to resort to unsafe methods and do not allow for access in the required exceptions are in clear violation of ICCPR protected rights, including the right to life, non-discrimination and to be free from torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment.

35. Moreover, the Helms-related restrictions censor the speech of a wide range of actors and recipients of US aid—limiting the activities, speech, and information that can be legally provided by doctors, health professionals, experts and advocates. These speech restrictions in some contexts intervene in the one to one relationship between a medical professional and a patient, which has been shown to be in violation of the freedom to “seek, receive, and impart information and ideas of all kinds.”

36. Helms-related speech restrictions also directly “impede political debate” and prevent the dissemination of information of “legitimate public interest,” including research regarding unsafe abortions and maternal mortality in violation of ICCPR Article 19. For example, guidance on implementing the Siljander Amendment USAID has reminded staff that “the subject of abortion can come up in non-health contexts, such as constitutional or other legislative reform.” The guidance further notes, with respect to USAID standard provisions implementing Helms and Siljander in contracts with foreign governments, that the language should be “include[d] in any Agreement that finances any democracy and governance activities that will support constitutional or any health-related legislative reform.”

37. The implementation of these requirements also fails the ICCPR’s test for valid restrictions on the freedom of speech. Their language remains vague and their consequences unclear to the point where they are not “prescribed by law.” The US government has created a chilling effect on abortion-related speech through overbroad application of these restrictions and by failing to clarify what speech and activities are allowed. Second, the restrictions do not serve a legitimate
aim, and negatively affect public health by limiting access to safe abortion services and information. Lastly, they are not necessary in a democratic society, and instead limit democratic debate on the availability of and access to a human right in other countries.³³

38. In addition to impacts on speech, the Helms-related restrictions also impede the ability to freely associate. Funding restrictions violate an NGO's right to freedom of association by curbing access to resources they need to exist and operate as an organization. The right to seek and secure funding is inherent to an organization's right to association, and international law does not distinguish between sources of funding.³⁴ When an NGO is not allowed to seek and secure funding, it also loses its ability to provide essential services in line with its mission and to advocate for human rights.³⁵ There is no doubt that Helms-related restrictions are the types of funding restrictions that impede on the freedom of association.

The Global Gag Rule

39. Like the Helms-related restrictions, the GGR's limitation on service provision force women to seek out unsafe methods or carry to term an unwanted pregnancy with outcomes that are at odds with women's fundamental rights under the ICCPR. Furthermore, while the GGR does have exceptions for rape, life endangerment and incest, unlike the Helms Amendment, it defines abortions performed for the physical or mental health of the mother or in cases of fetal abnormalities as abortions “as a method of family planning”—meaning these cases are not exempted from GGR.³⁶ As noted above, the HRC's draft comment on the right to life envisages a broad range of required exceptions, including for physical and mental health and fetal impairment, placing the GGR in direct opposition to the requirements of the ICCPR.

40. The GGR prohibits the “active promotion” of abortion as a method of family planning. Prohibited activities include: counseling, including advice and information, and public information campaigns about the benefits and/or availability of abortion; providing advice that abortion is an available option or encouraging women to consider an abortion; and lobbying a foreign government to legalize, continue the legality or make abortion available.³⁷ The impact of these restrictions on speech are similar to, as well as intertwined with, the violations of the freedom of speech and association described in paragraphs 34-38 above.

US Abortion Restrictions on Foreign Aid Violate US Obligations Under the Convention against Torture

41. The Convention against Torture (“CAT”) guarantees the right to be free from torture, or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.³⁸ This includes the right, in certain circumstances, to abortion and the “means for as full rehabilitation as possible.”³⁹ The CAT Committee has found that the denial of safe abortion services to women and girls, especially rape victims, leads to “grave consequences, including unnecessary deaths of women,”⁴⁰ and “constant exposure to the violation committed against her…serious traumatic stress and a risk of long-lasting psychological problems such as anxiety and depression.”⁴¹ Thus, States parties to CAT are obligated to help “prevent acts that put women’s physical and mental health at grave risk and that constitute cruel and inhuman treatment,”⁴² and that includes ensuring access to safe abortion services for rape victims.
42. Under the rules of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (“VCLT”), states that are signatories to a treaty are, at minimum, obligated not to undermine the essential goals of a treaty’s object and purpose whereas ratification indicates a state’s “consent to be bound by a treaty.”\textsuperscript{63} These rules are considered binding customary international law. Thus, the US, having signed (1988) and ratified (1994) the CAT, is obligated to uphold its object and purpose, which is to protect against torture and prevent other acts of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.\textsuperscript{64}

\textit{Helms-related restrictions}

43. Because the Helms Amendment has been interpreted as a full ban on abortion services with US foreign aid, this policy is a violation of the CAT as it forces women and girls raped and impregnated in war to carry their pregnancies to term and suffer serious physical and mental health consequences as a result of the forced pregnancy.

44. The anti-abortion policy of the Helms Amendment subjects countless thousands of women and young girls worldwide—including those raped in war—to carry their unwanted to pregnancies to term in violation of the objects and purpose of the CAT. Given that access to abortion, at least in certain circumstances, implicates the rights to be free from torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, the US, as a ratifying state, is bound under the VCLT and customary international law to uphold these core objectives and purposes.

\textit{The Global Gag Rule}

45. The 2017 GGR expands the reach of the US’s anti-abortion policies to cover all fNGOs that either directly or indirectly receive US global health assistance. Despite the technical exceptions for rape, incest, and life endangerment, the application of the policy in practice results in a de facto ban on abortions in violation of CAT.

\textbf{US Abortion Restrictions on Humanitarian Aid for War Victims Violate United Nations Security Council Resolutions 2106, 2122 and 2242}

46. The UN Security Council passed three resolutions under the Women, Peace and Security agenda requiring donor states—including the US—and humanitarian programming to ensure access to comprehensive, non-discriminatory medical care and access to safe abortion services.\textsuperscript{65}

47. Security Council Resolution 2106 reiterates that “sexual violence in armed conflict are war crimes” and calls attention to the disproportionate impact of sexual violence on women and girls in armed conflict.\textsuperscript{66} In recognition of the impact of sexual violence on women and girls and the “importance of providing timely assistance to survivors of sexual violence,” the Resolution calls for all donor states to “provide non-discriminatory and comprehensive health services, including sexual and reproductive health…for survivors of sexual violence.”\textsuperscript{67}

48. Security Council Resolution 2122 stresses that Member States safeguard humanitarian aid funding, including “the full range of medical…services to women affected by armed conflict and post-conflict situations…noting the need for access to the full range of sexual and reproductive health services, including regarding from pregnancies resulting from rape, without discrimination.”\textsuperscript{68} This language is reinforced in Security Council Resolution 2242 which calls on
Members States and the UN to integrate “gender considerations across humanitarian programming by seeking to ensure…the full range of medical, legal and psychosocial and livelihood services, without discrimination.”69

49. As a member of the UN, the US is bound by the UN Charter and must therefore “accept and carry out” decisions of the Security Council.70

**Helms-related restrictions**

50. The Helms Amendment restrictions on abortion services amount to a denial of non-discriminatory and comprehensive medical care to women and girls raped and impregnated during war in violation of UN Security Council Resolution 2106.

51. The policy further violates Resolutions 2122 and 2242 by specifically denying women and girls access to the full range of reproductive healthcare, which includes pregnancy services.

52. As Resolutions 2106, 2122 and 2242 incorporate IHL, the US’s contravention of these Resolutions amounts to a violation of IHL. In its failure to comply with these resolutions, the US has violated its obligation under Article 25 of the UN Charter to accept and carry out decisions of the Security Council.

**The Global Gag Rule**

53. While the GGR contains exceptions for cases of rape, incest or life endangerment, the policy is widely misunderstood by aid recipients and in practice over broadly applied. As a result, GGR has resulted in a de facto ban on abortions, including in cases of rape, incest, or life endangerment in violation of Security Council Resolutions 2016, 2122 and 2242.

**Conclusion**

54. The US government has wholly failed to act to implement UPR recommendations made during Cycle 1 and 2 with respect to its abortion restrictions or even take any actions to mitigate concerns raised about its harms. Worse yet, with the reinstatement and expansion of the Global Gag Rule in early 2017, the harmful impact of these restrictions has broadened and deepened. These restrictions not only ignore the US’s own obligations under international law, but violate a broad array of women’s rights, deny them essential services and put their lives and well-being at risk.

55. The Helms Amendment has been continually in place for 44 years, the Siljander Amendment for 37 years and the Global Gag Rule intermittently since 1984. These restrictions place US aid grantees in the often- untenable decision of choosing between continuing the receive US funds, while ending or limiting essential sexual and reproductive health services for women and girls around the world, or lose US funding with a similar impact. It is far beyond time for the US to repeal these regressive and harmful policies and allow their generous aid to be used to pursue positive health outcomes for women and to realize women’s fundamental rights under international human rights and humanitarian law. In addition, and at a minimum, the US government should ensure the broadest possible exceptions to the policy, including in cases of rape, life and health endangerment, incest and fetal impairment, fully exempt humanitarian aid.
and allow such aid to be provided in line with IHL, and issue clear guidance on permitted and prohibited activities to allow grantees to regulate their conduct without onerous or overbroad procedures and with minimal risk.
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